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        Our School 

 K-8 Charter School 
 

 345 students 
 

 Extended Day Programs 
 

 Summer Program 
 

 Athletics Partnership with 
Brooklyn Center Schools 

 
 Before & After School Activities 

 
 Community Events 

 
 

Our Students 

 Total Enrollment    345 
 

 Male    24.7% 
 

 Female   48.2% 
 

 Special Education  10.0% 
 

 LEP    15.5% 
 

 Black    71.6% 
 

 Latino      4.9% 
 

 Asian      5.9% 
 

 American Indian    2.4% 
 

 White    14.9% 
 

 Free/Reduced Lunch 80.3% 



 

                     

 

 

Our Vision:  
Odyssey Academy is a model for 
developing respectful life-long 
learners - the school of choice for 
families in the Northwest metro 
area. 
 
 
Our Mission: 
We provide a safe, caring 
atmosphere with small class sizes.  We strive to prepare each child for a 
successful future by nurturing relationships among educators, students, 
families and community. 

 

 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
Belief Statements:  

   
 It is vital for educators and families to work together. 

 
 Children need safe learning and social environments accepting of 

their individuality, diversity, learning style and abilities in order to 
achieve their full potential. 

 
 Excellent teaching begins with strong relationships between 

educators and students and is nurtured by collaboration among 
colleagues. 

 
 Children, by nature, are learners and are capable of high personal 

achievement when challenging expectations are set. 
 

 Learning is a lifelong process of discovery, extending beyond the 
classroom and in instilling in students a sense of purpose in a global 
community. 

 
 We are committed to supporting an educational community that 

creates and sustains an atmosphere of intellectual excitement, 
innovative instruction and personal growth. 
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I.  Introduction 
 
Odyssey Academy, upon completion of its 15th year of operations, is pleased to present this Annual  
Report for the 2013-14 school year. 
 
The Annual Report provides an overview of Odyssey’s ongoing mission to its students, parents, 
faculty and community.  It provides statistical information regarding admission data, enrollment 
trends, and financial management.  It also includes the year’s assessment data and addresses 
compliance elements such as governance, administration, faculty information, and authorizer 
information.    
 
II.  Summary of the Learning 
Program 
 
Odyssey Academy is dedicated 
to offering an innovative, 
progressive public education 
for students and families in 
our community.  Odyssey 
serves a diverse group of 
students from Brooklyn 
Center and surrounding 
communities. 
 
Odyssey is committed to 
academic excellence and improving student achievement through proven educational models that 
use the world we live in as the context for learning basic skills in reading, writing, and 
mathematics, as well as a rich curriculum in science, social studies, thinking skills, music, art, 
physical education and wellness, and interpersonal relationships.   
 
Minnesota state educational standards serve as the basic curriculum map for the curricular 
program.  Direct instruction within a differentiated curriculum in literacy and math develops the 
students’ skills necessary for classroom success, as partially evidenced by a culminating project 
for each of the three trimesters.  
 
Staff at Odyssey work collaboratively to generate thematic learning experiences which are 
integrated with standards from two or more curricular areas.  Students plan and execute projects 
based on their particular interests within these themes which meet the standards and 
performance requirements outlined in rubrics.  
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III.  Student Admissions, Enrollment and 
Attrition 
 
As a public school in Minnesota, Odyssey 
Academy is open to all students.  Information 
regarding admissions is announced in the 
charter school publications, in local media, 
through mailings in our target enrollment 
areas, open houses, yard signs, and family and 
community events throughout the school 
year.  
 
Parent participation is an expectation of 
Odyssey.  Our participation rate in conferences is nearly one hundred percent.  We strive to 
achieve a true partnership with our parents.  Parents are encouraged to volunteer in classrooms 
and to provide support for functions and events. 
 
Student Enrollment: 
 
Number of Students Enrolled 
 

        2012-13        2013-14    2014-15 (est.) 
Kindergarten 55 45 45 
1st Grade 40 66 42 
2nd Grade 38 47 47 
3rd Grade 26 43 45 
4th Grade 38 34 34 
5th Grade 26 46 38 
6th Grade 30 28 37 
7th Grade 20 33 25 
8th Grade 11 25 33 
Total 284 367 346 
Total ADM (Average 
Daily Membership) 
for year 

277 352 346 

 
Our enrollment has increased over the past six years to the points of approaching our established 
capacity of 360 students.  That capacity was established in a study completed for Odyssey in the 
2012 by CliftonLarsonAllen.  For 2013-14 we actually exceeded that capacity at the beginning of 
the school year with 367 students.  We allowed attrition to take place in grades where the 
respective capacity was exceeded.  As noted above, for 2014-15 we anticipate being slightly under 
our capacity as, unfortunately, enrollments often are not distributed evenly across the grades.  
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Key Demographic Trends 
 

         2012-13         2013-14    2014-15 (est.) 
Total Enrollment 284 367 346 
Male 152 191 181 
Female 132 176 165 
Special Education 34 36 36 
LEP 59 57 58 
African American 184 263 261 
Latino 16 18 17 
Asian/Pacific 
Islander 

19 22 7 

American Indian 6 9 5 
White 59 55 56 
Free or Reduced 
Price Lunch 

237 295 278 

 
During the past six years the above demographics have held fairly similar.  It reflects the 
demographics of the communities for which we provide transportation.  We celebrate our 
diversity, which informs and enriches our programming. 
 
IV.  World’s Best Workforce 
 
Educational Approach and Curriculum: 
The core curriculum at Odyssey focuses on the development of reading and math proficiency.  We 
have an expectation that all students will have a minimum of one hour per day of math and one of 
reading.  In addition, interventions are in place for students who struggle with either, or both, of 
the areas.  Students are identified for special assistance, either in class, or as a pullout, through a 
Student Assistance Team project.  Special services are provided through Title I, special education, 
504 plans, and EL programming.  In addition, extended day services are provided for those 
referred.   

 
Students in kindergarten through eighth grades participate in a program designed to assist 
students in developing academic and social skills.  Grades kindergarten through fifth are 
organized on an elementary model.  All students spend a minimum of one hour per day in math 
and literacy.  In addition, science and social studies are delivered in their home classrooms.  Four 
special classes, with two offered each day, are taught outside of the home classroom.  These are 
art, music, physical education, and Spanish.  School days for all students begin with a morning 
meeting. 

 
Grades six through eight are organized on a middle school model.  All students have daily, one-
hour classes in Language Arts, Math, Science, and Social Studies.  In addition, they have two of the 
four specials (see above) each day.  Each student has a homeroom advisor and meets in a daily 
morning meeting. 
                        3 



 

The school established academic goals in collaboration with its authorizer.  Performance 
benchmarks are expectations for each of the subgroups identified in the enrollment data.  Goals 
are: 
  
Reading: 

 The percentage of all students in grades 3-8 enrolled by October 1, 2013 who 

achieve expected growth targets on the NWEA Reading test will increase from 

61.6% to 65%. 

 The percentage of all students in grades 3-8 enrolled by October 1, 2013 who are 

proficient on the State Reading Accountability test will increase from 25.9% to 31%. 

 Overall grade level proficiency for students in all grades will increase by 10% as 

determined by a comparison of the first and fifth STAR Reading assessments of the 

year. 

Math: 
 The percentage of all students in grades 3-8 enrolled by October 1, 2013 who 

achieve expected growth targets on the NWEA Math test will increase from 58.7% to 

61%. 

 The percentage of all students in grades 3-8 enrolled by October 1, 2013 who are 

proficient on the State Math Accountability test will increase from 22.1% to 27%. 

 Overall grade level proficiency for students in all grades will increase by 10% from 

the beginning of the school year as determined by a comparison of the first and fifth 

STAR Reading tests of the year. 

 Overall grade level proficiency for students in all grades will increase by 10% as 

determined by a comparison of the first and fifth STAR Math assessments of the 

year. 

 

Student achievement in the meeting of standards is 
done through formative assessments that are done by 
teachers using text-developed instruments, 
Renaissance Accelerated Reading and Math strategies, 
STAR assessment in both areas, as well as teacher 
observations.  Student progress is shared with families 
in mid trimester conferences and through standards-
based trimester grade reports.  

 
The delivery of instruction is reviewed through annual 
formal teacher evaluations and informal walkthroughs by administrators.  An instructional coach 
also provides feedback on instructional practices and quality.  Teacher all participate in weekly 
professional learning communities intended to discuss data relative to program and student 
progress.  Curriculum teams in literacy, math, and science are charged with the evaluation of 
curriculum resources and practices with the state standards as the guide for their mapping. 
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Over the course of the past two years a number of initiatives have been engaged: 
 Two years ago a new curriculum series was adopted in math.  The 2013-14 school year 

was the year in which the effect of the adoption on achievement was anticipated, and 

positive results were noted. 

o The Accelerated Reader program was adopted over the past year, as was an 

Accelerated Math program.  Both are provided through Renaissance Instruction 

and the acquisition was the result of student by the respective curriculum 

committees.  The introduction of both has been accompanied with professional 

development webinars provided by the company.  Student interest and 

motivation in both disciplines has increase noticeably. 

 The STAR Reading and STAR Math formative assessment system has been implemented 

to provide additional data for instructional decision-making, both at the program as 

well as the individual student levels. 

 

Over the course of the 2013-14 school year the Responsive Classroom Teacher Language series 

professional development was provided as a mission-based goal initiative.  Instructional 

leadership for the school is provided through several vehicles: 

 The Executive Director (ED) is responsible for the overall leadership to the school, 

including instruction. 

 The Dean of Students assists the ED in the assessment of instruction and evaluation of 

staff. 

 The Instructional Coach provides leadership to the professional learning committees 

and mentorship for teaching and paraprofessional staff. 

 The Lead Team, made up of representatives of K-1, 2-3, 4-5, 6-8, specials, and special 

services, provides program coordination for their assigned areas and meet semi-weekly 

to advise the ED. 

 The Continuous Improvement Team, including the Instructional Coach, Dean of 

Students, and ED, considers overall school operations and maintains the School 

Improvement Plan. 

 

Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) meet weekly as a vehicle for instructional staff to meet 
in the consideration of the use of available data to identify individual and program needs, and to 
design strategies to meet them.  Meetings are guided by the Instructional Coach who provides 
agenda advice, requires meeting notes, and initiates guidance to Communities in need of direction. 

 
Over the past two years the school has attempted to expand its instructional technology capacity 
through the procurement of additional computers, the addition of iPads in some areas, and the 
installation of Smart Boards in selected classrooms.  As hardware has been added, software 
acquisition has followed.  
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The numbers of students with Individual Education Plans (IEPs) has remained constant over the 
past several years.  These students are served by three special education licensed teachers and 
para-professionals as indicated by the “minutes” established in the IEPs.  Although there are ever 
increasing efforts to serve the students in “the least restrictive environment,” some pullout 
strategies are also practiced.   

 
With its high percentage of free and reduced lunch qualified students, Odyssey is a designated 
Title I student.  A coordinator schedules both assistance within the classrooms and pullout 
services for students in need of additional math or literacy help.  The number of students 
requiring English Language (EL) services continues to remain approximately 50 over the years.  
An EL licensed teacher serves qualified students and advises classroom teachers with strategies to 
better serve these students. 

 
In line with our mission, Odyssey is staffed to support small class size and a caring, nurturing 
environment.  The school attempts to maintain class sizes of not more than 22:1.  In addition, 
paraprofessionals are employed where needed for assistance for small group tutoring.  At times, 
the student numbers don’t allow the 22:1 to take place in every classroom, but the overall 
averages meet that.  In addition, a contracted school counselor/social worker provides valuable 
social/emotional services to students. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The following is the calendar for the 2013-14 school year.  It contains 173 student contact days.  
Staff have 14 additional days for staff development, conferences, and grade reporting.  A six-hour 
per day summer program is offered that meets five-days per week for seven weeks. 
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During the school year, students arrive at 7:30 a.m. for breakfast.  At 7:45 a.m. they are dismissed 
to their classrooms.  From 7:50 to 8:10 a.m. morning meetings take place.  What follows then is a 
minimum of one hour each of literacy and math.  Science and social studies are also taught within 
the classrooms.  Generally, students receive art, music, Spanish, and physical education every 
other day. 

 
Lunch periods are 25 minutes in length and are staggered between 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.  
Recess is provided for 20 minutes each day.  The school day concludes at 2:40 p.m. 
 
Innovative Practices and Implementation 
Statutory purposes of charters:  The primary purpose is to  
improve all pupil learning and all student achievement.   
Additional purposes include to: 

 increase learning opportunities for all pupils; 
o We offer extended day and extended year  

services to students. 
o Tutoring is offered in math and literacy to  

struggling students. 
 encourage the use of different and innovative  

teaching methods; 
o A “Walk to Reading” program was initiated 

 in grades K-2. 

o A “Reading Buddy” program took place in grades 6-8. 

 measure learning outcomes and create different and innovative forms of measuring 

outcomes; 

o The Renaissance STAR program was implemented to provide formative data in 

math and literacy. 

 establish new forms of accountability for schools; or 

o The Epicenter system for reporting compliance data was initiated by our authorizer. 

o Accountability for lesson planning was systematized. 

 create new professional opportunities for teachers, including the opportunity to be 

responsible for the learning program at the school site. 

o Professional learning community meetings are held weekly as guided by the 

instructional coach. 

o A Lead Team provides the opportunity to provide peer leadership to grade levels 

and special services.  
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Key successes of the past year: 
 At the middle school level, we had a number of students who placed well at the regional 

and state science fairs. 

 The school was invited and attended 

the WE Day event and was 

acknowledged in the area newspapers. 

 Enrollment increased to capacity levels 

and was maintained. 

 Target levels for both NWEA and MCA 

assessments that were developed with 

the authorizer were me 

 The Renaissance program (Accelerated 

Reading and Math, as well as STAR formative testing) was implemented at all levels. 

 

Key challenges of the past year with comments regarding how they were addressed: 
 With an infusion of an unusually large number of new students, it took a period of time 

to integrate those students into the Odyssey culture. 

o Enrollment has essentially reached capacity. 

o Odyssey values are addressed to families and students at enrollment. 

 Parent participation in conferences and events has decreased with a changing 

demographic. 

o A welcome conference for incoming students has been implemented. 

o Teachers have increased their communications with homes.  

 
Strategic Plan: 
During the 2012-13 school year, the Odyssey Academy board engaged in its strategic planning 
process.  In May 2013, the school board adopted beliefs, vision, mission, and goals to 
implementation under the themes of student-centric and experiential education. The board 
directed the Executive Director to continue to develop strategies, for the upcoming 2013-14 
school year, to address the following priorities: 

 Increase achievement in math to a level to meet or exceed goals set with the authorizer. 
 Increase achievement in reading to a level to meet or exceed goals set with the 

authorizer. 
 Provide every student with essential academic and social knowledge and skills. 
 Identify and integrate environmental education content and experiences for all grades 

throughout the curriculum. 
 Improve educator quality and effectiveness through quality professional development 

that is research-based and data-driven. 
 Implement staff evaluation systems that enable Odyssey to attract and retain quality 

employees. 
 Align resources and implement support systems to improve learning. 
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 Implement a long-range fiscal plan, including fund balance assurance, marketing 
initiatives, and facility acquisition. 

 Establish a succession plan to be fully implemented with the departure of key 
leadership. 

 
Academic Performance: 
  

 
 
Two major new initiatives were implemented for the 2013-14 school year.  Those were the 
incorporation of Accelerated Reading and Math at all levels.  Indications are that they did impact 
assessment results positively.  In addition, the introduction of additional formative assessments 
through STAR testing in both reading and math provided information beyond NWEA fall, winter, 
and spring results to assess program success and planning for individual student interventions.  
 
After the frustration of not reaching our targets for the past few years, it was rewarding to note 
that all of the above academic goals for 2013-14 have been met.   Through the hiring of an 
instructional coach we were able to implement our initiatives with greater fidelity and to respond 
to concerns by staff needing guidance to incorporate them into their curricula. 
 
In addition to modification of our curriculum resources and delivery strategies, we also made 
changes to our extended day and year opportunities.  Rather than purely placing students in their 
respective grades, we placed them in classes based upon their academic needs as identified 
through NWEA and STAR.  In reviewing our data, it is evident that part of our success in meeting 
the authorizer goals can be attributed to this placement strategy.    
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Goal 
*See appendix for full statements. 

Results 

Reading:  
Growth:  Targets on NWEA will increase from 62.6% to 65% 69.1% 
Proficiency:  Targets on MCA will increase from 25.9% to 31% 33.9% 
Curriculum Based:  STAR Reading test results will increase 10% through the year +6.0% 
Math:  
Growth:  Targets on NWEA will increase from 58.7% to 61%  75.9% 
Proficiency:  Targets on MCA will increase from 22.1% to 27% 31.8% 
Curriculum Based:  STAR Math test results will increase 10% through the year 15.0% 
Mission Related:  
Establish baseline for behavioral referrals and decrease referrals by 10% each 
trimester thereafter 

T1 to T2  
= -7.9% 
T2 to T3  
= -14.0% 



 

V.  Financial Management 
 

 For the 2013-14 school year we had projected an enrollment of 333.  We actually ended 
the school year with 345 students.  Some of the additional enrollment, over projections, 
came from the closing of another charter school.   

 Through prudent management and the absence of large state aid holdbacks, we were 
able to operate without using our line of credit. 

 Once again, Odyssey was recognized by the Minnesota Department of Education for our 
sound financial practices. 

 We continue to build our general fund balances.  By board policy, we are to have a 
minimum of a 10% fund balance.  The projected balance for the end of the 2013-14 year 
is 13.2%. 

 There is an expectation that 45 days of cash on hand is maintained. 
 The Balance Sheet on the following page indicates the current sound financial condition 

of the school.  The Statement of Revenue, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances 
indicates how the revenue and expenditures have been managed for the 2013-14 fiscal 
year. 

 The school board reviews the cash flow, balance sheet, and profit and loss documents 
each month as presented by its Finance Committee.  It approves that finance report.  In 
addition, the check register is reviewed and approved each month. 

 The annual budget is initially approved by the board no later than its June meeting 
previous to the start of the fiscal year.  Thereafter, it is monitored monthly and is 
generally revised by the end of the second quarter and the beginning of the fourth, as 
appropriate.   

 Changes in fund balances over the past five years: 
2009-10 $  70,037 
2010-11   279,780 
2011-12   344,663 
2012-13   426,820 
2013-14   568,907 (estimate, awaiting final audit report) 

 
The information presented below is derived from preliminary internal audit figures.  The full 
annual financial audit, conducted by an independent accounting firm, will be completed and 
presented to the Minnesota Department of Education and the Audubon Center of the North Woods 
no later than December 31, 2014. 

 
FY14 Finances Fund 1 Fund 2 Fund 4 
Total Revenues     3,926,888         207,951           25,712 
Total Expenditures     3,682,355         217,622           32,182 
Net Income         244,533            (9,671)            (6,470) 
Total Fund Balance         507,210           36,201           25,496 
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Odyssey Academy  
      Balance Sheet 

                                             Governmental Funds 
                                            as of June 30, 2013 

   

To be inserted upon receipt of Audit Report. 
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     Odyssey Academy 
                                    Statement of Revenue, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances 

          Governmental Funds 
                         Year Ended June 30, 2013 

 

 
To be inserted upon receipt of Audit Report. 
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VI.  Environmental Education                                     
 
Each year our authorizer, The Audubon Center of the North Woods, conducts evaluations of the 
extent to which Odyssey is meeting the requirements of the contract between the two 
organizations in four areas:  academics, finance, operations, and environmental education.  Each of 
the four evaluations provides evidence to inform the school in pursuing its charter.   
 
The mission of Odyssey Academy’s authorizer, the Audubon Center of the North Woods, is to 
“instill a connection and commitment to the environment in people of all communities through 
experiential learning.”  As part of our contract with the authorizer, we have agreed to the 
following environmental education goal: 

 
Staff, students, and parents at Odyssey will increase their environmental literacy and develop the 
knowledge, skills, and attitudes to support a sustainable, healthy environment. 

 
The Audubon Center of the North Woods defines environmental education as the implementation 
of values and strategies that foster learning and create environmentally literate citizens who 
engage in creating healthy outcomes for individuals, communities, and the earth.  Environmental 
literacy is the knowledge, skills, attitudes, motivation, and commitment to work individually and 
collectively toward sustaining a healthy natural and social environment.  To meet the above goal, 
Odyssey has agreed to provide opportunities to instill a connection and commitment to the 
environment through experiential learning. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The school has established an experiential taskforce to provide guidance to leadership and staff in 
the infusion environmental and hands-on learning as normal practice in the delivery of 
curriculum.   
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Experiential Education Guidelines: 
Experiential education/learning establishes connections between concepts, experiences and ideas.  
Experiential learning is a positive way to engage multiple learning styles through the different 
elements of the experiential learning cycle.   
 
The following diagram illustrates Odyssey’s interpretation of experiential education.  The 
expectations and guidelines presented here are additional tools like Responsive Classroom, to use 
for lesson/course planning and structure. 
 
 

    
 

Expectations: 
 Integrate the four main Experiential Learning ideas in new and existing lesson plans 

o Act – guided discovery, introduction of new material, independent 
inquiry/questioning, goal setting. 

o Reflect – Report, analyze, share, think about, record and review 
o Conceptualize – look at logical consequences, review questions/goals, check 

progress, imagine other outcomes and other possibilities 
o Apply – practice, connect this experience/idea to other lessons/concepts, connect to 

real world settings, plan for the next experience 
 Connect in class and out of class experiences 
 Reflect  
 Utilize Experiential Learning Lesson Template 
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Selected activities that have taken place this year are examples of Odyssey’s commitment to 
meeting its environmental goals: 

 
Indicator Area 1:  EE-based Curriculum Components 

 As noted previously, experiential education led by a taskforce.  In addition, a review of 
the science curriculum will focus specifically on the integration of environmental 
concepts. 

 The school is adjacent to a large wetland area and contiguous park.  Many classes 
participate in nature walks through the areas.  Teachers are encouraged to create 
lessons that incorporate the wildlife and vegetation of the area.  In addition, classes 
have taken on responsibility for keeping the area clean. 

 The courtyard is being cleared in anticipation of the creation of an amphitheater for 
student presentations and environmental programs 
(example might be raptor topic). 

Indicator Area 2:  Field Trips to Natural Areas 
 Odyssey is committed to providing its students, many 

of whom have had very little experience outside of the 
immediate area, with environmental-focused 
fieldtrips.  Each class is provided with three fully 
funded fieldtrips per year.  A minimum of one must 
focus on the environment.  Most classes exceed that 
expectation. 

 All students in grades two and five are offered a fully 
funded three day/two night experience at the 
Audubon Center of the North Woods. 

 All eighth grade students are offered a fully funded 
three day/two night experience at Wolf Ridge. 
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Indicator Area 3:  Promote Environmental Stewardship 
 Waste reduction and recycling initiatives have been implemented.  This includes all 

classrooms, with a pilot program regarding foods wastes.  These efforts are 
incorporated into their lessons. 

 The school provides the site for the Brooklyn Center community garden.  
Indicator Areas 4 and 5:  Environmental Education Elective Trend Areas 
Energy Efficiency: 

 The building renovation will include the installation of high efficiency lighting and 
automatic switches.  An audit of the HVAC system will drive energy saving 
replacements of controls and valves.  Fifty-year old windows and entries are to be 
replaced. 

Outdoor recreation: 
 The school is fortunate to be 

located on a 12 acre site 
adjacent to both wetland and 
city parkland.  These facilities 
are used throughout the year 
and frequently for nature 
walks.  Our own site has 
excellent physical education 
facilities, with a baseball 
diamond, two playgrounds, 
basketball hoops, and a track. 

Indicator Area 6:  Commitment 
 The school board has adopted the following priority:  “Identify and integrate 

environmental education content and experiences for all grades throughout the 
curriculum.” 

Indicator Area 7:  Environmental Literacy 
 Formal alignment of environmental education with our core curriculum is a work in 

progress as noted by the earlier description of curriculum review being initiated. 
 As noted, there is a taskforce for Experiential Education that has drafted guidelines for 

curriculum integration and activities. 
 At the end of every trimester a project night is held where student work is presented.  

Many of the projects are environmentally related. 
 Students in grades 6-8 present their science fair projects to the public at the Brooklyn 

Center Community Center. 
 Now that the home for the school is assured, the vision is that renovation always be 

with an eye on the environment in mind.  We envision becoming “A Green School.”  
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VII.  Operations 
 

 The school materially complies with all applicable laws, rules, regulations and 
provisions of its charter contract. 

 With the adoption of the Renaissance Learning system for by math and literacy, several 
professional development webinars were provided, as guided by our Instructional 
Coach.  In addition, all teachers took part in an eight, one-hour components of Teacher 
Language as developed by Responsive Classroom. 

 Student learning is formally measured by the administration of NWEA 
(fall/winter/spring), STAR assessments in math and literacy (five times), AIMSweb, and 
MCAs.  Weekly professional learning communities (PLCs) 
o review the data in their mission to place students appropriately within the 

curriculum and to design interventions when indicated. 
 Extended day and extended year 

programming is offered to students who are 
referred for additional help in the 
development of math, literacy, and social 
skills. 

 The curriculum is guided by state standards.  
The instructional year is 173 days.  School 
meets for eight hours per day.  Odyssey is 
classified as a Title I school, and receives 
funding to serve struggling students. 

 Special education programming is offered for 
students identified for federal settings 1 and 
2.  Slightly more than ten percent of students 
have an active Individual Education Plan 
(IEP). 

 An English Learner (EL) teacher is available to assist student for whom English is their 
second language and are in need the services.  The EL population is approximately 
fifteen percent. 

 Parent input is sought through surveys conducted in conjunction with trimester 
conferences.  In addition, a Community Action Committee provides guidance to the 
school board.  

 The nine-member school board meets monthly and is the policy setting body for the 
school.  The board hires the Executive Director responsible for the overall management. 

 Transportation is provided for students living within a 5-mile radius of the school. 
 Odyssey observes quality health and safety practices.  All stakeholder groups indicate 

their satisfaction that Odyssey is a safe place for their children. 
 Food service (breakfast and lunch) is provided, not only during the school year, but also 

during the summer programming. 
 An emergency plan is documented and practiced with prescribed fire drills, lockdowns, 

and tornado drill. 
 Odyssey has a board policy that prescribes the student admission process if there if a 

waiting list is needed.                     18 



 

VIII.   Accountability Data - Assessment Data and Results 
 
NWEA - Reading and Math Results: 
Odyssey Academy’s kindergarten through eighth grade students take the NWEA (Northwest 
Evaluation Association) MAP (Measure of Academic Progress) assessments three times per year.  
These assessments provide the School with a measure of growth that year, as well as a basis of 
comparison with previous 
years.   
 
The graphs indicate some 
measure of growth, in 
comparison with national 
averages.  When looking at 
growth from the beginning of 
the school year (fall testing) to 
the end (spring testing), there 
is pattern of Odyssey students 
growing more than the 
national average.   
 
The use of NWEA assessment 
data to show proficiency is not 
always accurate since it only 
samples the students’ proficiency three times over the course of a nine-month school year.  
Comprehensive summative assessments, such as this, provide snapshots to assist teachers in 
identifying areas of growth or need.  Upon looking at the Reading and Math results we see that 
Odyssey students generally are starting below grade level and are achieving more than average 
growth over the course of the school year. 
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In the two graphs below we have compared the NWEA results of Odyssey students with the 
average results of other students at the same grade level from around the country taking the same 
tests. 
 

Odyssey Academy NWEA Reading Assessment Growth Scores by 

Grade compared to National Grade Averages (2010-2014) 
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Odyssey Academy NWEA Math Assessment Growth Scores by Grade 

compared to National Grade Averages (2010-2014) 
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MCA-Reading, Math and Science Results: 
Each year Odyssey students in third through eighth grades take the MCA (Minnesota 
Comprehensive Assessment) for Reading and Math.  Fifth and eighth grade students also complete 
an MCA for Science.   
 
When CliftonLarsonAllen conducted the marketing study for Odyssey, they identified four 
comparable area schools with which data might appropriately be compared, due primarily to 
similar demographics.  Those schools are Excell, Prairie Seeds, Garden City, and Fair Oaks.  Excell 
and Prairie Seeds are charter schools.  The other two schools are a part of the Osseo District 279.  
The graphs on the following pages compare MCA data with those schools. 

           
           MCA Reading Percent Proficient 2010-2014 

 Odyssey Academy and Comparable Schools 
                                   (As Established by CliftonLarsonAllen 2012 Market Study) 
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                         MCA Math Percent Proficient 2010-2014 
                      Odyssey Academy and Comparable Schools 
                                      (As Established by CliftonLarsonAllen 2012 Market Study) 

 
 

                       MCA Science Percent Proficient 2010-2014 
                      Odyssey Academy and Comparable Schools 
                                     (As Established by CliftonLarsonAllen 2012 Market Study) 
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As noted by the graphs, while Odyssey’s results on MCA assessments generally reflect similar 
trends with its comparable schools, the data also indicate that considerable work needs to be 
done, especially in Reading and Math.  Two major interventions have been implemented for next 
school year: 

 A fulltime instructional coach has been hired to assist teachers in the interpretation of 
data, design of intervention strategies, and guidance with instructional practices. 

 Renaissance Learning software has been purchased, along with related staff 
development, to provide valuable formative assessment data to the work of 
professional learning communities. 
 

In addition, Odyssey has worked with Audubon in designing attainable goals to direct the work of 
the School through its reauthorization in 2015. 
 
In conclusion, the common theme we see with our results and with our curriculum development is 
that Odyssey students represent a wide range of learners but typically start below grade level in 
the fall and then tend to show more than average growth by spring.  Our goals focus on increasing 
that growth in order to achieve a greater level of proficiency. 
 
IX. Future Plans 
 
The 2013-14 has marked a 
watershed for Odyssey Academy.  
After six years of discussion with the 
Osseo Schools regarding their desire 
to sell the building which the school 
had leased for 12 years and the 
school’s desire to establish a long-
term lease commitment, Odyssey 
was able to work with a non-profit 
corporation, ASG Brooklyn Center, 
which agreed to purchase the building and to lease it back to Odyssey.  The terms of the lease 
assure that Odyssey will have a home for the next 30 years.   

 
Two years earlier Odyssey had commissioned CliftonLarsonAllen to conduct a feasibility study to 
determine the viability of the school making such a long-range commitment to stay in its present 
location.  Based upon data the firm gathered, the decision had been made that this location was a 
good match for the demographics, which are projected to support enrollment necessary to 
support the lease into the foreseeable future. 

 
On December 22, 2014, ASG Brooklyn Center, purchased the building, formerly District 279’s 
Orchard Lane Elementary School, from the district.  The financing for the purchase was largely 
provided by Minnesota Bank and Trust, with additional components from the Non-Profits 
Assistance Fund and the Osseo School District.  That financing included nearly a million and a half 
dollars for renovation of the facility.  
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Following the purchase, Odyssey Academy entered into a 30-year lease with ASG Brooklyn Center.  
The two organizations then began the planning process for renovations, primarily to be completed 
during the summer of 2014.  Major components include: 

 Air conditioning of all classrooms 
 Replacement of front entry and south side storefront entries 
 New fire alarm and security systems 
 Replacement of lighting with high efficiency 
 New student restrooms 
 Renovation of reception/welcome area 
 Replacement of windows 
 Replacement of interior doors 
 Replacement of parking lot lighting 
 New carpeting throughout 
 Painting throughout 

 
Two years ago Odyssey staff completed a review of the math curriculum in terms of its meeting 
state standards.  This resulted in the adoption of a new textbook series and implementation of 
formative assessment and intervention strategies to better meet the needs of struggling students.  
A similar process is planned for literacy in the next year, which will entail the adoption of 
resources.  The formative assessment and intervention process had already been adopted in the 
current year in conjunction with that being done with math.  In addition, the science curriculum is 
entering the review component of the review cycle, with special attention to the incorporation of 
environment concepts. 

 
As a K-8 school, Odyssey has essentially functioned K-5 elementary and 6-8 middle level 
programs.  There is currently a study being done which may result in K-4 and 5-8 programming, 
which is intended to open more course options for students who are capable of moving ahead, 
while providing smaller group sizes in core areas for struggling learners.  

 
Odyssey is currently in the process of applying for re-authorization through Audubon.  In that 
regard, the strategic and school improvement plans are being reviewed, revised and extended to 
include goals through the proposed new contract period.  The goals will be in alignment with the 
four areas for which an annual evaluation in collaboration with the authorizer is completed each 
year: 

 Academics 
 Finance 
 Operations 
 Environmental Education 

 
The proposed authorization contract will serve as a platform for the school board and 
administration to assess the school’s progress in meeting its mission of delivering exemplary 
educational services to families who choose it for their children. 
As Odyssey Academy began its current strategic planning process the board set school facility 
capacity of 362 students.  This was confirmed in a market study completed in by 
CliftonLarsonAllen.  It was projected that capacity would be reached for the 2015-16 school year. 



 

In fact, that has been reached in the 2013-14 school year.  There are no plans to increase the 
capacity of the School. 
 
XII.   Compliance Reporting 
 
School Governance:   
2013-2014 Charter Public School Board 
2012-13 Election Date:  05/23/2013                            
2013-14 Election Date:  05/21/2014  
2014-15 election Date:  06/02/2015  

 
 

Board Member Training:  All Board Members have completed the three training components 
during the 2013-14 school year.   
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Name 

 
Board 
Position 

    Group  
(if teacher,  
file folder 

#) 

 
Date 
Seated 

 
Term Ends  

          E-Mail Address 

DorothyAbellar
d 

Director Parent 07/2013 06/2014 Schoolboard@odyssey 
academy.org 

Jennifer Adeleye Director Parent 07/2013 06/2014 Schoolboard@odyssey 
academy.org 

Kim Chalfen Director Community 07/2013 06/2016 Schoolboard@odyssey 
academy.org 

Jessica Driscoll Vice-Chair Teacher 
#388745 

07/2013 06/2015 Schoolboard@odyssey 
academy.org 

Christine Grigor 
 

Director Parent 09/2012 06/2016 Schoolboard@odyssey 
academy.org 

Danielle Hanson Clerk Teacher 
#453831 

11/2011 06/2014 Schoolboard@odyssey 
academy.org 

Jeanine Hauer Director Teacher 
#435613 

7/2013 06/2016 Schoolboard@odyssey 
academy.org 

Kris Lawrence-
Anderson 

Treasurer Community  11/2009 06/2014 Schoolboard@odyssey 
academy.org 

James 
Rosengren 

Chair Community  11/2009 06/2015 Schoolboard@odyssey 
academy.org 



 

School Management, Administration and Instructional Support:  
2013-2014 School Management and Administration and Instructional Faculty Information 

 
 
 
Name 

 
 
 

File Folder 
Number 

       
 
 
 
Assignment 

 
 
 
Years 
Employed  

Hannah Barney  Custodial Assistant 6 
Sara Borg  Paraprofessional 1 
Gail Camp  Paraprofessional 2 
Debbra Dawson  Paraprofessional 1 
Marcia Eliason  Paraprofessional 10 
Kirsten Erickson  Partnership Coordinator 3 
Lisa Erickson  Paraprofessional 13 
Dona Fehr  Business Manager 4 
Molly Finn 425143 Special Education 4 
Stacy Goebel  Paraprofessional 1 
Jennifer Goveronski 421674 Special Education 4 
Kathleen Hancock  Paraprofessional 1 
Latasha Harris  Paraprofessional 1 
Peter Haugen  Paraprofessional 1 
Heidi Hecklinger  Administrative Assistant 1 
Paula Hetfield 237705 Special Education 5 
Christine Linde 405620 Counselor 11 
Shannon Lindgren  Paraprofessional 14 
Lucas Manners  Custodian 1 
Kari Mitchell  Director of Operations 14 
Tailor Mitchell  Office/Tech Support 3 
Katie Molander 475096 Special Education 2 
Patricia Olayiwola  Paraprofessional 1 
Susan Olson  Paraprofessional 1 
Jeoffrey Reed  Dean of Students 6 
Nicole Renckens  Paraprofessional 4 
Leticia Rodriguez  Paraprofessional 3 
John Sedey 122387 Executive Director 5 
Craig Smith  Technology Coordinator 4 
Sherifa Spriggs  Paraprofessional 2 
Doreen Thomas  Health Paraprofessional 12 
Everett Washington  Custodian 1 
Leticia Watkins  Food Service 5 
Jill Winzenburg  Paraprofessional 1 
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Teaching Faculty: 
2013-2014 Teaching Faculty Information 

Name 
File Folder 
Number 

Assignment/ Subject Years Employed  

Jessica Driscoll 388745 1st  Grade Teacher 13 
Robbyn Engelhardt 467445 Kindergarten Teacher 2 
Austin Erteldt 475749 Music Teacher 1 
Scott Fritschel 396664 Phy. Education Teacher 10 
Danielle Hanson 453831 4-5 Teacher 4 
Jodie Hardenbrook 422315 6-8 Science Teacher 7 
Jeanine Hauer 435613 ELL Teacher 2 
Tammy Hoffmann 449125 4-5 Teacher 2 
Jeni Holm 377082 Title One Teacher 15 
Jill Johnson 441141 6-8 Lang. Arts Teacher 4 
Steven Mann 466208 4-5 Teacher 1 
Pamela Matuseski 392532 1st  Grade Teacher 12 
Laura Montray 320779 Kindergarten Teacher 8 
Christopher Nordmann 396782 6-8 Soc. Stud. Teacher 6 
Ryan Parker 474320 1st Grade Teacher 1 
Juliet Pouliot 301448 3rd  Grade Teacher 4 
Andrea Rothman 463330 2nd Grade Teacher 2 
Lisa Sedlock 423243 6-8 Math Teacher 4 
Maria Serrano 442558 Spanish Teacher 4 
Katherine Shellum 473836 Teacher  1 
Kelsey Shopp 467648 3rd Grade Teacher 1 
Courtney Tindall 463516 Art Teacher 1 
Mary Wagner 463226 2nd Grade Teacher 2 
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Authorizer Information: 
The Audubon Center of the North Woods 
Charter School Division 
43 Main St. S.E., Suite #238 
Minneapolis, MN  55414 
612-331-4181 
www.audubon-center.org 

 
From its inception through June 30, 2012, Odyssey Academy was sponsored by the Osseo Schools.  
When the state legislature changed the oversight of charter schools responsibility from sponsors 
to authorizers, several long-standing sponsors, including Osseo, decided that they did not have the 
resources to continue their role with charter schools.  Osseo informed Odyssey in late 2011 that 
they would no longer be sponsoring the school, which led to a search by Odyssey of a most 
appropriate authorizer. 
With compatible missions in mind, the Odyssey Academy school board determined that The 
Audubon Center of the North Woods was the closest match.  With that in mind the application 
process to Audubon was initiated and resulted in the authorization beginning July 1, 2011.  

 
Through having Audubon as its authorizer Odyssey has been able to access additional resources to 
assist us in advancing our mission.  We welcome an authorizer that provides us with guidance in 
environmental and experiential education.  Through its oversight Audubon has established means 
of assisting us in reporting to our constituents through annual evaluations of performance 
Academic Progress, Operations, Financial, and Environmental Education.  

 
The current authorization contract between Odyssey Academy and The Audubon Center of the 
North Woods expires on June 30, 2015.  The two organizations are in the midst of the completion 
of an extension application to be submitted in mid-November 2014, with a commencement date of 
July 1, 2015. 

 
Shane Weiland is the Audubon administrator with oversight responsibility for Odyssey.  His advice 
and counsel has been helpful as the school continues to develop. 

 
Board Approval and Board Chair Signature: 

 

The Board of Odyssey Academy has approved the 2013-14 Annual Report. 

 

As Board Chair, I verify that the 2013-14 Annual Report was reviewed and approved by all Board 

Members. 

 

 


